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Walter Foster Publishing, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Mean n Messy Monsters follows the introductory title in the Cartooning for Kids series,
Crazy, Zany Cartoon Characters, expanding on its core concepts and teaching young artists to draw
a range of fun and unique monsters in true cartooning style. Children will love learning how to
reinterpret their favorite popular monsters in cartoon form, as well as design their own menacing
characters, all with a colorful, silly touch. Featured sections cover characteristics, expressions, and
gestures that make a cartoon monster come to life on the page, as well as creative ideas and
techniques for rendering a monster in an unexpected costume, disguise, or location--all to scare
and surprise, of course! Projects include widely recognized monsters from classic stories, movies,
and legends, including beasts such as Godzilla, King Kong, Frankenstein, Mummies, zombies, and
more-- reinterpreted in a fun and whimsical kid-friendly style! Each lesson begins with a simple
shape and progresses to a colorful final piece of art, making it easy for budding artists of all skill
levels to follow along. Along the way, tips and tricks from a professional cartoonist are included to
guide their...
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Reviews
Simply no phrases to spell out. It is probably the most remarkable pdf i have got read through. I am delighted to inform you that this is actually the
greatest publication i have got read within my very own existence and can be he very best book for actually.
-- Dema r cus Ullr ich
It is really an awesome ebook which i have ever go through. It is actually writter in straightforward terms and not confusing. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written ebook.
-- Clotilde Wieg a nd
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